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Prayer Won't Help. But Prayer
Followed By Corresponding Action Will
Change SA!
Media reports estimate the ANC ruled government misused a staggering R75 billion of
taxpayer’s money on fruitless and wasteful expenditure in the 2017/18 financial year.
This while ordinary South Africans are reeling under spiralling food, transport and
essential services costs. The SA Government is making citizens pay dearly for its
corrupt practises.
Auditor-General, Kimi Makwetu’s report on government financial mismanagement
exposes a shambolic state of affairs. For example, the Water & Sanitation Dept logged
R6.156 billion in irregular expenditure. Nomvula Mokonyane, the Minister
responsible for crippling this department was rewarded with a ministerial post in
Communications.
The finances of the Independent Development Trust (IDT) are in such disarray – the
Auditor-General could not express an opinion on its assets and expenditure. R1.9
billion is in question.
Reports also suggest the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (Nersa) has given
Eskom the green light to increase electricity tarriffs to recover the billions lost to
massive corruption, theft, fraud and gross mismanagement at the embattled power
utility.
Honest, hardworking citizens will face tough economic conditions over the next year.
However, public officials don’t appear to suffer the same economic hardships. Senior
government officials still fly business class, stay in five star hotels and drive expensive
luxury brand vehicles.
This is governance ANC style. The ruling elite makes empty promises while the
economy tanks, unemployment soars and townships burn. The ANC is so inept that it
organises public marches to protest its inability to provide service delivery to the
people that voted it into power.
Evidence emerging from the State Capture and the SARS Inquiries leave little doubt
the ANC is not capable of governing the country and must be roundly rejected at the
polls next year.
I am also monitoring the “Hate Speech & Hate Crimes” legislation. Presumably,
Parliament is holding back this controversial and dangerous Bill until after the General
Elections.

The Bills that criminalise parents for spanking their own children and legalises
Euthanasia and the amendment that compels Christian state marriage officers to
officiate at same-sex “weddings” will all languish on the back burner until the ANC
hopes it will return to power in 2019.
Unsurprisingly, the EFF top leadership is facing numerous allegations of corruption
and sexual exploitation within the party from former members who apparently
resigned in disgust.
The ANC, DA, EFF and COPE will attempt to manipulate the Christian voter to
empower them to further their anti-life, anti-family and anti-religious freedom
policies.
In other words, Christian voters will be deceived to empower political parties that
deliberately undermine the sanctity of life, destabilise faith and family and erode
religious freedoms.
Tragically, all the prayer meetings in the world can't change the self-defeating
behaviour of Christians who nullify their own prayers (for Godly Governance) by
contradictory actions.
The Scriptures declare, “My people perish for lack of knowledge” Hosea 4:6. Notice,
the Scripture does not say, God's people perish for lack of prayer, money or effort - but
knowledge!
When Christians voluntarily elect corrupt and wicked men and women into positions
of authority – they become complicit in the social and economic degradation that must
follow.
Prayer without corresponding action is fruitless - regardless of numbers. Prayer
followed by meaningful action is powerful and transformative! Value your Vote – Vote
your Values!
Standing
Errol Naidoo

On Tues 9 Oct we feature highlights of the 10th annual
"Legacy of Leaders" event recorded in Phoenix, Durban
recently.

On Sun 14 Oct we repeat the broadcast of the
groundbreaking "End Sexual Exploitation Global Summit"
recorded in Washington DC recently. Errol Naidoo
represented SA at this major international event.
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